Let m,n(N,l<m3n, and let E,:(eyu)r=p=u,0=v=r-1 be an incidence matrix (cf. Schoenberg ll2l, ), i'e. €r,:0 or 1, and zo,n trn:n. suppose 
Let m,n(N,l<m3n, and let E,:(eyu)r=p=u,0=v=r-1 be an incidence matrix (cf. Schoenberg ll2l, Mäkelä-Nevanlinna-Sipilä [8] ), i'e. €r,:0 or 1, and zo,n trn:n. suppose, for simplicity, that no row is composed only of zeros. Given an interval lcR with nonvoid interior /, interpolation nodes tr<tz<...<t,, in I, and an n-dimensional subspace (tcC'(I), r(No::Nu{0}, then the incidence matrix E, gives rise to the following interpolation problem: Does there exisl a u(U satisfying (1) ufu) Q) : at' for all (1r, v) such that tpy:l with arbitrarily given data aun(R'l The problem of unique solvability of this Birkhoff type interpolation problem has been treated by several authors for the case (J:II,-, (polynomials of degree not exceeding n-l), see e.g. the surveys of Sharma [13] or LorentzlTl.
In a recent paper, Mäkelä-Nevanlinna-sipilä [8] [2] .
In addition we can characterize weakly differentiable Tchebycheff subspaces (Icc, e) of dimension n by means of a certain class of incidence matrices.
other investigations on Hermite interpolation by nonpolynomials are due to Polya [10] and Karlin-studden [6] . Some results on Birkhoff interpolation with respect to nonpolynomials go back to Karlin-Karon [4, 5] Given any au,€R (0=t=a, l<p=m), does there exist a z(U satisfying ,rG)Q) -apr (0 = r = cu, | = p = m)? (2) The set of all n-dimensional Hermite subspaces of c'e) will be denoted bv tri (I).
In order to characterize Hermite subspaces we need the followin g notion of multiplicily for zeros of functions in c'e) which will be defined inductively (see Mäkelä-Nevanlinna-Sipilä [8] and [2] by g,(*)i: Zre , Z,(x, t).
Note that we have 0<z,(x, t)=r+l, O=Z,(x, t)=r+2 for x(C' (I) and t€L
In addition, for Z,(x,t)=r* 1, we have Z,(x,t):2,(x,t).
With these preparations we are able to prove the following theorem without the use of determinants by interpolation theoretical means only: Theorem l. Let UcC'Q) be an n-dimensional subspace (r€No, n €N, 1cR
an interual with noruooid interior). Then these assertions are equiualent:
(ii) For any uQU, u*0, we haue: 9,(u)<n-1, (iii) For In order to describe certain interpolation problems we are going to introduce incidence matrices of type {"(s, r). Given an incidence matrix En:(eun)r=r=., o=,=n_. (D U rs an r-times strictly dffirentiable Tchebycheff subspace of C'(I).
(ii) t/ is an r-times dffirentiable Tchebycheff subspace, and we haae M,ci.
(iii) U is obtained as the restriction to I of an r-times differentiable Tchebycheff subspace AcC"(J) of dimension n where lci.
Then in either case U is an n-dimensional Hermite subspace of C'(I). 
In addition, Rolle's theorem yields the existence of /-1 further zeros in the open intervals lt^,t^*rl for L=).=l-l. Thus 9,-t(u') =-,J=r( §t-l)+l-l : p-l > n-1. The result that condition (i) implies U being an n-dimensional Hermite subspace of C'Q) is covered by a theorem of Ikebe [3] .
(ii) Again, we prove the assertion by induction with respect to r. possesses a unique solution with respect to u, hence u(') is an z-dimensional Tchebycheffsubspace for 0<s=r which follows from Theorem 1 and Definition2. n Examples of r-times weakly differentiable Tchebycheff subspaces are given by certain families of exponential functions (see [2] ).
